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Diglossia'

In rnany speech communities two or more varietie s of the same language2

are used by some speakers under different conditions. Perhaps the most

familiar example is the standard language and regional dialect as used, say,

in Italian or Persian, where many speakers speak their local dialect at home

or among family or friends of the same dialect area but use the standard

language in communicating with speakers of other dialects or on public

occasions. There are, however, other, quite different examples of the use of
two varieties of a language in the same speech community. In Baghdad the

Chrjstian Arabs speak a "Christian Arabic" dialect when talking among

themselves but speak the general Baghdad dialect, "Muslim Arabic," when

talking in a mixed grollp. In recent years there has been a renewed interest

in stuclying the development and characteristics of standardized languages,3

and it is in following this line of interest that the present study seeks to
examine carefully one particular kind of standardization where two
varieties ol a language exist side by side throughout the community, with
each having a definite role to play. The term'diglossia' is introduced here,

modeled on the French diglossie, which has been applied to this situation,

1 A preliminary version of this study, with the title "Classical or Colloquial-One
Standard or Two," was prepared for presentation at the symposium on ljrbanization
and Standard Languages-Facts and Attitudes, held at the meeting of the American
Anthropological Association in November, 1958, in Washington, D.C. The preliminary

version was read by a number of people, and various modificatiols were rnade on tbe

basis of comments by H. Blanc, J. J. Gumperz, B' Halpern, M. Perlmann, R. L. Ward,
and U. Weinreich.

2 The terms'language" 'dialect" and 'variety'are used here without precise definition.

It is hoped that th€y occur sufficiently in accordance with established usage to be

unambiguous for the present purpose. The terrn'superposed variety'is also used here

without defurition; it means that the variety in question is not the primary, "native"
variety for the speakers in question but may be learned in addition to this. Finally, no

attempt is made in this paper to examine the analogous situation where two distinct
(related or unr-elated) langnages are used sido by side throtrghout a speech cornmunity,
each with a clearly defined role.

3 Cf. especially H. Kloss, Die Entwicklung neuer germanischer Kultursprachen uon

IB00 bis /950 (Munich, 1952), with its valuable introduction on standardization in
general-
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point in some kind of evolution, e.g. in the standardjzation process.
Diglossia may develop from various origins and eventuate in different
language sitnations. Of the four defining languages, Arabic diglossia seems
to reach as far back as our knowledge ofArabic goes, and the superposed
'Classical' language has remained relatively stable, while Greek diglossia
has roots going back many centuries, but it became fully developed only
at the beginning of the nineteenth century with the renaissance of Greek
literature and the creation of a literary language based in large part on
previous forms of literary Greek. Swiss German diglossia developed as a
result of long religious and political isolation from the centers of German
linguistic standardization, while Haitian creole arose from a creolization
of a pidgin French, with standard French later coming to play the role of
the superposed variety. Some speculation on the possibilities of develop-
ment will, however, be given at the end of the paper.

Fol convenience of reference the superposed variety in diglossia will be
called the H ('high') variety or sirnply H, and the regional dialects will be
called L ('low') varieties or, collectively, simply L. All the defining
languages have names for H and L, and these are listed jn the accompany-
ing table.

Arabr'c

Sw. German

H. Creole

Greek

Classical (:H)

Fsyptian (:L)

Stand. German (:H)
Swiss (:1-;

French (:H1

HandL

II is called

'al-fitsha

'il-fa;iL, 'in-nahawi

Schriflsprache

[Schweizer] Dialekt,
Schwe izerdeutsch

frungais

kal hariuusa

L is called

'akAmntiyyah,
'ad-darij

'il-rammiyya

Hoochtiiiitsch
Schwyzert iiil tsch

crdole haitlen

clhimotiki

It is instructive to note the problems involved in citing words of these
languages in a consistent and accurate manner. First, should the words be
listed in their H form or in their L form, or in both ? Second, if words are
cited in their L l'orm, what kind of L should be chosen ? In Greek and in
Haitian creole, it seems clear that the ordinary conversational language
of the educated people of Athens and Port-au-prince respectively shourd
be selected- For Arabic and for Swiss German the choice must be
arbitrary, and the ordinary conversational language ofeducated people of
cairo and of zirich city wiltr be used here. Third, what kind of speiling
should be used to represent L? since there is in no case a generaily
accepted orthography for L, some kind of phonemic or quasi-phonemic
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transcription would seeln appropriate. The following choices we'e made.
For Haitian Creole, the McConnell-Laubach spelling was selected,5 since
it is approximately phonemic and is typographically simple. For Greek,
the transcription was adopted from the manual spoken Grielc,6 siuce this is
intended to be phonemic; a transriteration of the Greek speling seems less
satisfactory not only because the spelling is variable but also because it is
highiy etyrnologizing in nature and quite unphonemic. For Swiss German,
the spelling backed by Dieth,T which, though it fails to indicate all tr"re
phonemic contrasts and in some cases may indicate allophones, is fairly
consistent and seems to be a sensible systernatization, without serious
modification, of the spelling conventions most generally used in writing
swiss German dialect material. Arabic, like Greek, Llses a non-Roman
alphabet, but transliteratio' is even less feasible than for Greek, partry
again because of the variability of the spelling, but even rnore because irr
writing Egyptian colloquial Arabic many vowels are not indicated at all
and others are ofte' indicated ambiguously; the transcription chosen here
sticks closely to the traditional systems of semitists, beiirg a modification
for Egyptian of the scheme used by Al-Toma.s

The fourth problem is how to represent H. For Swiss German a'd
Haitian creole standard German and Fre'ch o'thography respectivery
can be used even though this hides certain resemblances between the
sounds of H and L in both cases. For Creek either the usual spelling in
Greek letters could be used or a transliteration, but since a knowledge of
Modern Greek pronunciation is less widespread than a knowledge of
Gerrnan and French pronunciation, the masking effect of the orthography
is more serious in the Greek case, and we use the phonemic transciiption
instead. Arabic is the most serious problem. The two most obvious
choices are (l) a tra'sliteration of Arabic spelling (with the unwritte'
vowels supplied by the transcriber) or (2) a phonemic transcription of the
Arabic as it would be read. by a speaker of cairo Arabic. solulion (l) lias
been adopted, again in accordance with Al-Toma's procedure.

l. Function. o'e of the most important features of diglossia is the
specialization of function for H and L. In one set of situations only H is
appropriate and in another only L, with the two sets overlapping only very
slightly. As an illustration, a sample listing of possibre situations is given,
with indication of the variety normally used:

5 cf. H' o' Mcconnell and E. Swan, you can Learn Creole (port-au-prince, 1945).
6 H. and R. Kahane and R. L. Ward,, Spoken Greek (Washington, 1945).
z E. Dieth, Schwyzertiitschi Dialciktschrift (Ziirich, 193g).
s S. J. Al-Toma, op- cit.
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Serrnon in church or nosque
Instructions to servants, waitels, workmen, clerlcs
Personal letter
Speech in parliament, political speech
University lecture
Conversation with family, friends, colleagues
News broadcast
Radio "soap opera"
Newspaper editorial, news story, caption on picture
Caption on poiilicai cattoon
Poetry
Folk literature

H

l
x
X

x

X

x

K

)29

L

X

The importance of using the right variety in the right situation can
hardly be overestimated. An outsider who learns to speak fluent, accurate
L and then uses it in a formal speech is an object of ridicule. A member of
the speech community who uses H in a purely conversational situation or
in an informal activity like shopping is equally an objcct of ridicule. In all
the defining languages it is typical behavior to have someone read aloud
from a newspaper written in FI and then procced to discuss the contents in
L. In all the deflning languages it is typical behavior to listen to a formal
speech in H and then discuss it, often with the speaker himself, in L.e

The last two situations on the list call for comment. In all the defining
languages some poetry is composed in L, and a small handful of poets
compose in both, but the status of the two kinds of poetry is very different,
and for the speech community as a whole it is only the poetry in H that
is felt to be "real" poetry.10 On the other hand, in every one of the delinjng
languages certain proverbs, politeness formulas, and the like are in H cven
when cited in ordinary conversation by illiterates. It has been estirnitted that
as muc]r as one-fifth of the proverbs in the active repertory of Alab
villagers are in H.11

2. Prestige. In all the defining languages the speakers regard FI as

superior to L in a number of respects. Sometimes the fceling is so strong

e The situation in formal edtrcation is often more conpJicated than is indicated here.
In the Arab world, for example, formal university lectures are given in H, but drills,
explanation, and section neetings may be in large part conducted in L, especially in the
natural sciences as opposed to the htmranities. Althougl-r the teachers' use of L in
secondary schools is forbidden by iaw in some Arab countries, often a considerable
part of the teacher's tinre is taken up with explaining in L the meaning of nateriai in
H which has been presented in books or lectures.

10 Modern Greek does not quite fit this description. Poetly in L is the ntajor pro-
duction and tI verse is generally felt to be artificial.

11 Journal of tlrc American Orientttl Society LXXV (1955), 124f.
w.-4
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that H alone is regarded as real and L is reported "not to exist.', Speakers
of Arabic, for example, may say (i. L) that so-and-so d.oesn't know
Arabic. This normally means he doesn't know H, although he may be a
fluent, effective spearker of L. If a non-speaker of Arabic asks an educatecl
Arab for help in learniug to speak Arabic the Arab will normally try to
teach him H forms, insisting that these are the only ones to use. very
oftcn, educated Arabs will maintain that they llever use L at all, in spite of
the fact that direct observation shows that they use it constantly in all
ordinary conversation. Similarly, educated speakers of Haitian creole
frequently deny its existence, insisting that trrey arways speak French. This
attitude cannot be called a deliberate attempt to deceive the questioncr, but
seems almost a self-deception. when the speaker in question is replying in
good faith, it is often possible to break through these attitudes by asking
such questious as what kind of language he uses in speaking to his
children, to servants, or to his mother. The very revealing reply is usually
something like: "oh, but they wouldn't understand [the H for.m, whatever
it is calledl."

Even where the feeling of the reality and superiority of H is not so
strong, there is usually a belief that H is sornehow more beautiful, more
logical, better able to express important thoughts, and the like. And this
belief is held also by speakers whose command of H is quite limited. To
those Ame ricans who would like to evaluate speech in terms of effectiveness
of cornmunication it comes as a shock to discover that many speakers of a
lhnguage involved in diglossia characteristicalry prefer to hear a political
speech or an expositoly lecture or a recitation of poetry in FI eyen Lhough
it rnay be less intelligible to them than it would be in L.

In some cases the superiority of H is connected with religion. In Gr-eek
the language of the New Testament is felt to be essentially the same as the
katharduusa, and the appearance of a translation of the New Testament in
dhimotilcfwas the occasion for serious rioting in Greece in 1903. speakers
of Haitian creole are gcncrally accustomed to a French version of the
Bible, and even whcn the church uses creole for catechisms, and the like,
it resorts to a highly Gallicized spelling. For Arabic, H is the language of
the Qur'an and as such is widely believed to constitute the actual words of
God and even to be outside the limits of space and time, i.e. to have
existed "before" time began with tlie creation of the world.

3. Literary heritage. I' every one of the defining languages thcre is a
sizable body of written literatur-e in H which is held in high esteem by the
speech community, and contemporary literary production in H by members
of the community is felt to be part of tliis otherwise existing literirl l-e.

irnitated.
It seems unlikely that any change toward full utilization of H could take

place without a radical change in this pattern of acquisition. Fo' example,
those Arabs who ardently desire to have L replacecl by H for all lunctions
can hardly expect this to happen if they are unwilling to speak H to thcir
children.l2

5- standarrlizatian. In all the dcfining ranguages there is a str.o'lg
tradition of grammatical study of the H form of the language. T'here ar.e

rz It has been very plausibly suggestecl that there are psycho
following from this linguistic duality. This certainly cleserves c
investigation. On this point, see the highly controversial article wl
contain some iruportant kernels of truth along with n.'rch which cannot bc supportccl-
E. shouby, "The rnfluence of the Arabic Language on the psychoiogy of the Aratrs,"
Middle East JournalV (1951), 28+302.
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grammars, dictionaries, treatises on pronunciation, style, and so on. There
is an established norm for pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary which
allows variation only within celtaiu limits. The orthography is wcll
established and has little variation. By contrast, descriptive and normative
studies ofthe L form are either non-existent or relatively recent and slight
in quantity. Often they have been carried out first or chiefly by scholars
oursIDE the speech comrnunity and are rvritten in other languages. There is
no settled orthography and there is wide variation in pronunciation,
grammar, and vocabulary,

In the case of relatively small speech cornmunities with a single important
center of communication (e.g. Greece, Haiti) a kind of standard L may
arise which speakers of other dialects imitate and which tends to spread
like any standard variety except that it remains limited to the functions for
which L is appropriate.

In speech communities which have no single most important center of
cornmunication a nurnber of regional L's uray arise. In the Arabic speech
comrnunity, for example, there is no standard L corresponding to educated
Athenian dhintotilc{, but regional standards exist in various areas. The
Arabic of Cairo, for example, serves as a standard L for Egypt, and
educated individuals from Upper Egypt must learn not only H but also,
for conversational purposes, an approximation to Cairo L. In the Swiss
Cerman speech community there is no single standard, and even the tern
'legional standard' seems inappropriate, but in several cases the L of a
city or town has a strong effect on the surrounding rural L.

6. Stability. It rnight be supposed that diglossia is highly unstable,
tending to change into a more stable language situation. This is not so.
Diglossia typically persists at least several centuries, and evidence in some
cases seems to show that it can last well over a thousand years. The
cornmunicativc tensions which arise in the diglossia situatiort rnay be
rcsolved by the use of relatively uncodilied, ulstable, intcrrnediate forms
of the language (Greek rnilcti, Arabic al-lugah al-wustc7, Haitian crdole de
salon) and repeated borrowing of vocabulary items from H to L.

In Arabic, for example, a kind oI spoken Arabic much used in cer-tain
sernilormal or cross-dialectal siluations has a highly classical vocabulary
with few or no iuflectional endings, with certain features ofclassical syntax,
but with a fundamentally colloquial base in morpJrology and syntax, and a
generous admixture of colloquial vocabulary. ln Greek a kind of mixed
languagc has become appropriate for a large part of the press.

The bolrowing of lexical items from H to L is clearly analogous (or for
the periods when actual diglossia was in cffect in thcse languages, identical)
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with the lealned borrowings frorn Latin to Romance languages or. lhe
Sanskrit tatsamqs in Middle and New Indo-Aryan.r3

7. Gramrnar. o'e of the most striking differences between FI ancl L rn
the defining languages is in the grammatical structure: I{ has grammatical
categories not present in L and has an inflectional systern of nouus ancl
vcrbs which is much reduced or totally absent in L. For example, classicai
Arabic has three cases in the noun, marked by endings; colloquial dialccts
have none. Standard German has four cases in the noun and two non-
periphrastic indicativc iises in the verb; swiss German has three cases
in the noun and only one simple indicative tense. Katharduusa has four
cases, dhintotik{ lhree. Frcnch iras gender and number in the noun, creolc
has neither. Also, in every one of the definiug languages there seern to be
several striking differences of word order as well as a thorough-going set
of differences in the use of introductory and connective particles. It is
certainly safe to say that in diglossia tlrcre are always extensiue dffirenccs
belween the grammatical structttres of H and L This is true not only for the
four defining languages, but also for every other case ofdiglossia exarninccl
by the author.

For the defining languages it may be possible to urake a further sta're-
ment about grammatical differences. It is always risky to hazard general-
izations about grarnmatical complexity,la but it may be worthwhile to
attempt to formulate a statemenL applicable to the four deflning languages
even ifit should turn out to be invalid for other instances of digiossra.

Thcre is probably fairly wide agreement among linguists that ihe
grammatical structure of language A is "simpler" than that of B if, other
things being cqual,

(l) the morphophonemics of A is simpler, i.e. morphemes have fewer
alternants, alternation is nrore regular, automatic (e.g. Turktsh
-lar - -ler is simpler than the English plural n-Larkers);

(2) there are fewer obligatory categories marked by morphcmes or.
concord (e.g. Persian with no gender distinctions il the pronoun is
simpler than Egyptian Arabic with masculine-femiirine distinctiol
in the second and third persons singular);

13 The exact natule of this borlowing process deserves careful investigation, espccialil,
for the irrportant. "filter effect" of the pronuncialion and grammar of H occurring in
those forms of middle langrtage whicir often serve as the connecting link by whicft t|e
loans aLe introduced into the "pure" L.

14 Cf. J. I{. Greenberg, "A Quantitative Approach to the Morphological Typology of
Language," it Methods and Perspectiue in Anthropology (Minneapolis, 1954), 1tp. 192-
220.
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(3) paradigms are more symmetrical (e'g' a language with all declensiols

havingthesamenumberofcasedistirrctionsissimplertharror-rein
which there is variation);

(4) concord and rection are stricter (e'g' prepositions all take the same

case rather than different cases)'

lf this understanding of grammatical simplicity is accepted' then we may

note that in at least thiee of the defining languages, the grammatical

structureofanygivenLvarietyissimplerthanthatofitscorrespondingH'
This seems incontrovertibly true for Arabic, Greek' andHaitianCreole;

a full analysis of stancla.,l G"t"tu" and Swiss German might show this

not to be true in that diglossic situation in view of the extensive morpho-

phonemics of Swiss.

8. Lexicon. Generally speaking, the bulk of the vocabulary of H and

Lisshared,ofcoursewithvariationsinformandwitlrdiffererrcesofuse
and meaning' It is hardly surprising' however, that H should includc in its

total lexicoJtechnical terms and learned expressions which have no regular

L equivalents, since the subjects involved are rarely if evcr discussed in

pureL.Also,itisnotsurprisingthatthelvarietiesshouldincludeirrtlreir
iotal lexicons popular .^^pr.,,iotts and the names of very homely objects

or objects of very localizid distribution which have no regular H equiva-

lents, since the subjects involved are rarely if ever discussed in pure H' But

a ,trit ing Trature i7 diglossia is the existence of many paired items' one II
orn L, ,i\rrrtng to fait'ly con'tmotx concepts frequently used in both II and L'

where the range of meaning of the two ilems is roughly llrc same' and lhe

useofoneorrheotherin,lmeclial'elyStdmpstheuttera'nceorwri!icnsequ'ellce
as H orl. For example, in Arabic t Le H word for'see' is ra'd' the L word

is .iri/. The word ra,dnever occurs in ordinary convcrsation and .irzf is not

used in normal written Arabic. If for some reason a remark in which irzl

was used is quoted in the press, it is replaced by ra'a in the written

quotation. In Greek the H word

The menu will have inos written o

k r as i. The nearest American English

-light, Purchase-buY, or children

-";;; written and bttn may be used in ordinary conversation: the gap rs

,roi ,o great as for the coiresponding doublets in diglossia. Also, the

formal_informal dimension in Lnguages like English is a continuum in

which the boundary between the two items in different pairs may not come

at the same point, c.g. illunlinaliolt, purchase, and children are not fully

parallel in their formal-informal rangc of usage'

A dozen or so examples of lexical doublets from three of the samplc

languages are given below. For each language two nouns' a verb' and two

particles are given.

Ana.arc

Cnror-E

house
water
gave birth
but

slroe
nose

went
what
now

L
splti
neri
eyitrise
md

gaztna
manaxlr
rol-I

'Eh

dilwa'ti

lrna un

'anfun
dahaba
ma
al anq

Itontme, gens

6ne
donner
beaucoLtlt

naintenanl

H
ikos
idhor
iteke
ald

person, people mounr5

donkey bourik
give boY

much, a lot APII

now nA

cognation (lclein= chly 'srnall', etc').

word iu a given uttetance as being definitely H or deflnitely L' it scerns

necessafy to assume that the speaker has a single inventory of distii-rctive

15 Not comected with French ntonde-



oppositions for the whole H-L complex and that there is extensive inter-
ference in both directions in terms o[ the distribution of phonemes in
specific lexical items.l6

(b) If "pure" H items haue phonemes not found in "pure" L items, L
phonemes frequently substilute for these in oral use of H and regularly
replace lhem in tatsamas. For example, French has a high front rounded
vowelphoneme lnl ; "pure" Haitian Creole has no suchphoneme. Educated
speakers of Creole use this vowel in latsamas such as Luk (lftkl for the
Gospel of St. Luke), while they, like uneducated speakers, may sometimes
use lil for it when speaking French. On the other hand, /i/ is the regular
vowel in such tatsamas in Creole as linit'glasses'.

In cases where H represents in large part an earlier stage of L, it is
possible that a three-way correspondence will appear. For example,
Syrian and Egyptian Arabic frequently use /s/ for l0l in oral use of Classical
Arabic, and have /s/ in tatsamas, but have ltl in words regularly descended
from earlier Arabic not borrowed from the Classical.17

Now that the characteristic features of diglossia have been outlined it is
feasible to attempt a fuller definition. DIGLossIA is a relaliuely slable
language situation in which, in addition to the primary dialecls of the
language (which may include a standard or regional standards), there is a
uery diuergent, highly codifed (often grammatically more complex) super-
posed uariety, the uehicle of a large and respected body ofwrilten literature,
either of an earlier period or in another speech communily, which is learned
largely by formal education and is used for mosl written and formal spoken
purposes bul is not used by any seclor of the community for ordinary
conuersalion.

With the characlerization of diglossia completed we may turn to a brief
consideration of three additional questions: How does diglossia differ
from the familiar situation of a standard language with regional diale cts ?

How widespread is the phenomenon of diglossia in space, time, and
linguistic families ? Under what circumstances does diglossia come into
being and into what language situations is it likely to develop ?

The precise role of the staddard variety (or varieties) of a language
vis-ir-vis regional or social dialects differs from one speech community to
another, and some instances of this relation may be close to diglossia or
perhaps even better considered as diglossia. As characterized here, diglossia
differs from the more widespread standard-with-dialects in that no segment

16 For details on certain aspects of this phonological interference in Arabic, cf.
C. A. Ferguson, "Two Problems in Arabic Phonology," IYoTdXIII (1957),460478.

1? Cf. Ferguson, op. cit.

of the speech community in diglossia regularly uses H as a medium of

ordinary conversation, and any attempt to do so is felt to be either pedantic

and artificial (Arabic, Greek) or else in some sense disloyal to the com-

munity (Swiss German, Creole). In the more usual standard-with-dialects

situation the standard is often similar to the variety of a certain region or

social group (e.g. Tehran Persian, Calcutta Bengali) which is used in

ordinary conversation more or less naturally by members of the group and

as a superposed varietY bY others'

Diglossia is apparently not limited to any geographical region or

language family.la 1lree examples of diglossia from other times and places

-uv u" cited as illustrations of the utility of the concept. First, consider

Tamil'AsusedbythemillionsofmembersoftheTamilspeechcom-
munity in India today, it fits the deflnition exactly. There is a literary Tamil

as H used for writing and certain kinds of formal speaking, and a standard

colloquial as L (as well as local L dialects) used in ordinary conversation.

There is a body of literature in H going back many centuries which is

highly regarded by Tamil speakers today' H has prestige' L does not'

Hisalwayssuperposed,Lislearrrednaturally'whetherasprimaryoras
a superpos.d standard colloquial. There are striking grammatical differ-

"rr"., 
und some phonological differences between the two varieties.le The

situation is only slightly complicated by the presence of Sanskrit and

English for certain functions of H; the same kind of complication exists

in parts of the Arab world where French, English, or a llturgical language

such as Syriac or Coptic has certain H-like functions'

Second, we may mention Latin and the emergent Romance languages

during a period of some centuries in various parts of Europe' The

vernacular was used in ordinary conversation but Latin for writing or

certain kinds of formal speech. Latin was the language of the church and

its Literature, Latin had the prestige, there were striking grammatical

differences between the two varieties in each area, efc'

Third, chinese should be cited because it probably tepresents figlossia

t8 All clearly documented instances known to me are in literate communities, but it

seems at least possible that a somewhat similar situation could exist in a nonliterate

community where a body of oral literature could play the same role as the body of

written literature in the examples cited.
1e There is apparently no good description available of the precise relations of the

two varieties of Tamil; an account of some of the structural differences is given by

Shanmugam Pillai, "Literary and Colloquial Tamil," to appear in Linguistic Diuersity

insouthAsia(ed'C.A'FergusonandJ.J.Gumperz).Incidentally,itmaybenoted
that Tamil diglossia seems to go back many centuries, since the language of earlv

literature contrasts sharply with the language of early inscriptions, which probably

reflect the spoken language of the time.

li
tl,
llt

I

i
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on the largest scale of any attested instance.z0 The weu-li corresponds to
H, while Mandarin colloquial is a standard L; there are also regional
L varieties so different as to deserve the label 'separate languages' even
more than the Arabic dialects, and at least as much as the emergent
Romance languages in the Latin example. Chinese, however, like modern
Greek, seems to be developing away from diglossia toward a standard-
with-dialects in that the standard L or a mixed variety is coming to be

used in writing for more and more purposes, i.e. it is becoming a true
standard.

Diglossia is likely to come into being when the following three conditions
hold in a given speech comrnunity: (1) There is a sizable body of literature
in a language closely related to (or even identical with) the natural
language of the community, and this literature embodies, whether as

source (e.g. divine revelation) or reinforcement, some of the fundamental
values of the community. (2) Literacy in the comrnunity is limited to a

small elite. (3) A suitable period of time, on the order of several centuries,
passes from the establishment of (1) and(2).It can probably be shown that
this combination of circumstances has occurred hundreds of times in the
past and has generally resulted in diglossia. Dozens of examples exist
today, and it is likely that examples will occur in the future.

Diglossia seems to be accepted and not regarded as a "problem" by the
community in which it is in force, until certain trends appear in the
comrnunity. These include trends toward. (a) more widespread literacy
(whether for economic, ideological or other reasons), (b) broader com-
munication among different regional and social segments of the com-
rnunity (e.g. for economic, administrative, military, or ideological reasons),
(c) desire for a full-fledged standard "national" language as an attribute
of autonomy or of sovereignty.

When these trends appear, leaders in the community begin to call for
unif.cation of the language, and for that matter, actual trends toward
unifi.cation begin to take place. These individuals tend to support either
the adoption of H or of one form of L as the standard, less often the

adoption of a modified H or L, a "mixed" variety of some kind. The
arguments explicitly advau.ced seem renarkably the same from one

instance of diglossia to another.
The proponents of H argue that H must be adopted because it connects

the comrnunity with its glorious past or with the world community and
because it is a naturally unifying factor as opposed to the divisive nature

20 An excellent, brief description of the complex Chinese situation is available in
the introduction to Y. R. Chao, Cantonese Primer (Cambridge, 1947), pp. l-17.
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of the L dialects. In addition to these two fundamentally sound arguments

there are usually pleas based on the beliefs of the community in the

superior-ityofH:thatitismorebeautiful,moreexpressive'morelogical'
tlratithasdivinesarrction,orwlratevertheirspecificbeliefsmaybe.When
these latter arguments are examined objectively their validity is often quite

limited, but their irnportance is still very great because they reflect widely

held attitudes within the community'

The proponents of L argue that some variety of L must be adopted

because it is closer to the real thinking and feeling ofthe people; it eases

the educational problem siuce people have already acquired a basic

knowledgeofitinearlychildhood;anditisarnoreeffectiveinstrument
ofcommunicationatalllevels'Inadditiontothesefundamerrtally
soundargumentsthereisoftengreaternphasisgiventopointsoflesser
importance such as the vividness of metaphor in the colloquial' the

foci thut other "modenr nations" write very much as they speak, and

so on.
The proponents of both sides or even of the mixed language seem to

show the conviction-although this may not be explicitly stated-that a

standard language can simply be legislated into place in a community'

often thc trends which will be decisive in the development of a standard

languagearealreadyatworkandhavelittletodowiththeargumentation
of the spokesmen for the various viewpoints'

A brief a'd superflcial glance at the outcome of diglossia in the past

and a consideration of present trends suggests that there are only a few

general kinds of development likely to take place' First' we must remind

lurs"lv.s that the situation may remain stable for long periods of time' But

if the trends mentioned above do appear and become strong, change may

iuti" ptu"". Second, H can succeed in establishing itself as a standard only

ifitiSalreadyservingasastandardlanguageinsomeothercommunity
and the diglossia community, for reasons linguistic and non-linguistic'

tends to merge with the other community. otherwise H fades away and

becornes a learned or liturgical language studied only by scholars or

specialists and not used actively in the community' Some form of L or a

mixed varietY becomes standard'

Third, if ihere is a single communication center in the whole speech

community, or if there are several such centers all in one dialect area, the

L variety of the centerG) will be the basis of the new standard, whether

relatively pure L or considerably mixed with H. If there are several such

centers in differelt dialect areas with no one ceuter paramount, then it

islikelythatseveralLvarietieswillbecomestandardasseparate
languages.
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A tentative prognosis for the four defining ranguages over the next two
centuries (i,e. to about 2150 e.n.) may be hazarded:

Swrss GEnua.N: Relative stability.

GnEEr: Full developme't to unified standard based on L of Athens
plus heavy admixture of H vocabularv.

Center for Middle Eastent Studies
Haruard Uniuersily
CcLntbridge 38, Massachuset ts

A. R. LURIA

The Directive Function of Speech in

Developrnent and Dissolution

Part I: Development of the Directive Function of Speech

in Early Childhood*

Along with the sernantic and syntactic functions of speech, it is necessary

to distinguish also its pragmatic or directive funclion. In the development

of behavior this function manifests itself in th.e fact that a wor-d gives rise

to new temporary counectl'ons in the brait and directs the systern of
activity of the child that has mastered it.

It was a full quarter of a century ago that the eminent Soviet psychol-

ogist L. S. Vygotskij pointed out the role played by the words of adults

in the development of the child's mental processes and formulated his

well-known thesis that what the child at first does with the help, and on

the instructions, of the adult, he later begins to do by himself, suppolting

himself with his own speech; tirat speech as a form of communication with
adults later becomes a means of organizing the child's own behavior,

and that the function which was previously divided between two people

later becomes an internal function of human behavior (Vygotskij 1934,

1956). In the twenty-fi.ye years that have elapsed since Vygotskrj's death

the problem of the role of the word in the organizalion of mental life has

bcen the subject of numerous Soviet investigations (Rozengardt 1948;

Ljublinskaja 1955; Luria 1955, 1956a, 1958; Kol'cova 1958; and many

others).
There alises, however, the question of how this pragmatic, directive

function of the word is formed, and how its formation rclates to the

formation of the significative or generalizing functions of the word' A
brief review of the per-tinent experiments forms the topic of the present

communication.

* Part II, dealing with the dissolution of the directive function of speecir in
conlection with pathological conditions of the brain, wiil appear in the next issue of
Wono.


